Understanding venture capital in East Asia: the impact of institutions on the industry today and tomorrow
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Abstract

Venture capital in East Asia has played a significant economic role in the region’s development and is expected to play an even more significant role in the future. However, our understanding of the industry remains very limited. It is known that institutions present in East Asia shape the behavior of organizations that are present in the region. This article examines how institutions, particularly those related to the regulatory environment and culture of East Asia, shape the venture capital industry and create differences from the venture capital industry in the West. These differences are true despite the fact that many venture capitalists have been trained in Western venture capital firms and share similar beliefs about how venture investments are to be made. The article concludes with a research agenda for building a fuller understanding of how venture capital works in East Asia and what outside investors and firms need to familiarize themselves with.
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1. Introduction

Venture capital has been widely recognized as having an important function in regional economic development (Sapienza, Manigart, & Vermeir, 1996; Saxenian, 1994). The vital role it plays has helped to encourage interest in venture capital throughout the world (Gupta, 2000). To date most research on the industry has occurred in the West in spite of the industry’s growth in other regions. In Asia, $7.4 billion of new funds were raised in 1998 alone (Guide to Venture Capital in Asia, 2000). Though the funds invested by the venture capital industry play an increasingly important role in the economic vitality of the region (Ang, Lee, Lim, Singh, & Tan, 2000; Timmons, 1999; Wang & Sim, 2001), little is known about Asian venture capital in general, and East Asian venture capital in particular (Bruton, Dattani, Fung, Chow, & Ahlstrom, 1999; Wang & Sim, 2001). A central argument in much of the research on global business is that firms are embedded in country-specific institutional arrangements (Busenitz, Gomez, & Spencer, 2000; Child, 2000). These institutions impact the behavior of both individuals and firms in subtle but pervasive ways (Ang et al., 2000; Peng, 2003; Scott, 1995, 2002). The institutional differences in countries extend beyond basic differences in culture to funda-
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mental elements of a nation’s laws, business norms, and commercial traditions (Kostova, 1997; Orru, Biggart, & Hamilton, 1997; Peng, 2002). Institutions are typically situation specific, thus the institutional characteristics of a country are best examined with regard to a specific phenomenon such as the venture capital industry rather than in terms of general arrangements (Busenitz et al., 2000; Lowe, 1998; Orru et al., 1997).

This article examines the practice of venture capital in East Asia. Of particular interest is how indigenous institutions (Lau, Tse, & Zhou, 2002; Tsui & Lau, 2002) affect the venture capital industry and create differences from that of the West. Attention is focused on venture capital in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan. These regions represent three key centers of the venture capital industry in East Asia plus the three primary venture capital centers in East Asia dominated by Overseas Chinese. This ethnic group is well known for a number of idiosyncratic business practices that have created a distinctive commercial system (Chen, 2001; Weidenbaum, 1996). These practices and other local institutions shape behavior in that region and could be expected to impact the function of the venture capital industry. The venture capital industry in East Asia is also influenced by normative practices from the West. Thus, this article not only examines current institutional influences on the venture capital industry in East Asia, but also considers the future of the industry in the face of increasing globalization. Finally, a research agenda and implications for managers of this vital domain will be discussed based on these findings.

2. What is meant by venture capital?

Venture capital in the West is commonly associated with investments in early stage ventures where investment is made in return for an equity stake in a new business. Firms which make venture investments in later stage or mezzanine ventures or firms that invest in mature companies seeking to turn those enterprises around are not called venture capital firms in the West, rather they are associated with private equity financing. However, in East Asia the industry’s dividing lines are not as distinct as in the West. Firms commonly do not focus on single types of investments as occurs in the West. Rather they focus on funding firms in narrower geographic regions as the ability to monitor funded firms is much more constrained due to travel and communication limitations (Ahlstrom, Bruton, & Chan, 2000; Bruton, Ahlstrom, & Singh, 2002). Thus, the term venture capital predominates in Asia but some of that activity would likely be called private equity in the West.

2.1. An overview of venture capital in East Asia

The size of the overall East Asian venture capital industry can be measured a variety of ways. Three of the most common measures are number of venture capital companies, number of professionals in those companies, and capital under management. Table 1 provides summary statistics for the Asian venture capital industry.

The industry in the United States (U.S.) has approximately twice as many firms as in Asia. However, the amount of money in the U.S. industry is much larger. To illustrate, in 1998 the private equity and venture capital industry together raised an estimated $90 billion in new capital while the comparable amount in Asia was around $7 billion. Overall, the industry in the West, particularly the U.S., is much larger and better established than in Asia. The size of the firms and the funds they raise are larger. The result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of companies</th>
<th>Number of professionals</th>
<th>Capital (U.S. millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong/PRC</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>15,442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>1,786</td>
<td>12,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>2,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>5,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>3,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>3,701</td>
<td>40,867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

3 Sapienza et al. (1996) found strong similarities between the U.S. and European venture capital industry and they are considered together here as the Western venture capital industry.
is that venture capital professionals in the West must manage larger funds and typically make larger investments than do their counterparts in East Asia. Additionally, many of the mechanisms that support venture capitalists, such as services needed in conducting due diligence, are better established in the West.

As Table 1 shows, three of the principal centers of venture capital activity in East Asia are Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan. Ethnic Chinese dominate most elements of the economic life of these three geographic areas and have been shown to have strong cultural institutions that impact other business phenomena (Chen, 2001). Focusing our examination on this particular ethnic group in these three particular locations in a single industry allows for greater control of extraneous variables.

3. Regional institutions and venture capital

It has been argued that venture capitalists will follow a similar worldwide model of investing, particularly for later stage ventures (Jeng & Wells, 2000). This argument is based primarily on research that did not include firms from countries in Asia. However, it is widely recognized that East Asia has an environment and institutions that differ from those of the U.S. and Europe, which in turn can create extensive differences in commercial practice and activity (Boisot & Child, 1988, 1996; Chen, 2001; Orru et al., 1997; Peng, 2000). Some have summarized these differences under the heading of Confucian dynamism (Hofstede & Bond, 1988). Whereas in the West, efficiency, profit motive, and responsiveness to investors are thought to rank supreme, in East Asia, building legitimacy, maintaining harmony and securing connections are of key concern to businesspeople (Ahlstrom & Bruton, 2001; Chen, 2001). In trying to understand the venture capital industry in East Asia a key question is, do venture capitalists follow a Western model of venture capital or do they conform more to the East Asian environment with its numerous customs and differences, and what are the implications for the venture capital industry and the funding of entrepreneurial firms in East Asia?

Institutional theory provides a useful lens through which to examine these questions. Central to institutional theory is the assertion that institutions in the environment have an impact on a range of commercial activity including the actions people take and those that they even consider possible. The institutional aspects that shape organizational activity include regulatory, normative, and cognitive components (Scott, 1995, 2002) and are examined in turn below.

Regulatory elements of institutions represent laws and sanctions that regulate the behavior of firms and individuals (North, 1990). Regulatory processes involve the setting of rules and their enforcement. For example, insider-trading laws persuade individuals and firms to neither take nor tolerate such actions. Thus, regulatory institutions include sanctions, laws, and regulatory fiat that regulate individual and organizational action (Scott, 1995). Financial and commercial rules in East Asia are generally less developed than those of the West, and even when rules are present they are often not as strictly enforced (Backman, 1999; Khanna & Palepu, 1999). This fact has strong bearing on contracts and corporate governance, key concerns to the venture capitalist (Phan, 2000). The weakness in regulatory institutions can make the selection process of firms to fund more difficult and thus more challenging for East Asian venture capitalists.

Normative elements of institutions define the roles or actions that derive from professional standards and are propagated through teaching and training (DiMaggio, 2001). To illustrate, the medical and accounting professions have developed strong norms of behavior through the education and training process for their respective professions (Freidson, 1986; Mezias, 1995, 2002) and are examined in turn below.

Regulatory, normative, and cognitive components (Scott, 1990) as aspects that shape organizational activity include regulatory institutions can make the selection process of firms to fund more difficult and thus more challenging for East Asian venture capitalists.
how they should be doing it (Bruton, Manigart, Fried, & Sapienza, 2001).

Cognitive elements of institutions are most closely associated with culture in that they typically are created and carried by the culture of a given region (Berger & Lickman, 1967; Jepperson, 1991; Scott, 2002). These institutions typically include informal constraints embodied in traditions including subconscious accepted rules and customs, and taken-for-granted commercial conventions. These cultural/cognitive institutions develop over time through social interactions among the various participants and shape their views on what actions are appropriate and conceivable (Scott, 2002). Consequently, certain actions embedded in a culture are often taken for granted and occur subconsciously.

When examining a widespread ethnic group across different industries and countries, particularly in locales whose regulatory regimes are not extensively developed, the cognitive aspects of an institutional system, transmitted primarily through the local culture, may hold the key to understanding the system’s structure (Jepperson, 1991; Low, 2002). As noted before, the culture of the Overseas Chinese is known for its strong influence on managerial behavior and resulting differences from that of the West (Chen, 2001). Some recognition has been given to the importance of relationships, or guanxi, for commercial transactions in East Asia (Tsang & Walls, 1998). The cognitive institutions, such as guanxi could be expected to similarly impact venture capitalists in East Asia, particularly those activities that involve intense interpersonal interactions, such as selecting firms for funding and monitoring those firms.

4. Methodology

4.1. Research design

To study the impact of institutions on venture capital and how venture capital in East Asia functions differently from that of the West, the researchers conducted a field study from 1998 to 2000 in the East Asian venture capital centers of Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan. Focusing on these three regions meant reasonably consistent cognitive institutions could be expected since business is dominated by Overseas Chinese in those economies, who share a common culture and set of commercial practices (Chen, 2001; Weidenbaum, 1996).

The data were gathered using semi-structured interviews, then assembled and coded in a manner broadly consistent with a grounded theory research design (Eisenhardt, 1989; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). In grounded research the researchers seek to examine a topic through an iterative process of comparing data to a baseline framework or to a new theory as it emerges from the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Thus, interviews were used in this research for four reasons. First, the venture capitalists often preferred face-to-face interviews over questionnaires. Second, it is often necessary when examining East Asian related business activity to establish a relationship with respondents in order to receive a response, which also diminishes the usefulness of questionnaires. This connection may come through a referral. Prior to contacting the venture capitalists such connections often needed to be arranged. Third, interviews are less structured than are questionnaires as they allow the spontaneous discussion of problems and solutions and for follow-up questions on a topic with the development of recommendations (Frey & Oishi, 1995; Lee, 1999). While we were specifically concerned with potential institutional effects on venture capital, we were also generally interested in understanding how venture capital works in East Asia. This method permits iteration and follow up as required in grounded theory. Finally, as this is a new area of study, the benefit of conducting in-depth interviews to develop a theoretical understanding of such a domain is well-established (Daft & Lewin, 1990; Eisenhardt, 1989; Lee, 1999).

The inquiry framework was guided by an understanding of numerous agreed upon aspects of Western venture capital drawn from a variety of established sources in the domain (e.g., Fried & Hisrich, 1994; Gorman & Sahlman, 1989; MacMillian, Kulow, & Khoylian, 1988; Sapienza, 1992; Zider, 1998). Various sources have come to agree on several aspects of the U.S. venture capital industry. There is also evidence that these findings are also largely applicable in Europe (e.g., Sapienza et al., 1996). The findings on the Western venture capital industry can be organized into four broad topical areas that will direct the domains examined in this research: the selection.
process for firms to be funded, the monitoring of funded firms, value added activities provided to funded firms, and exit of the investment.

4.2. Sample

The authors conducted a total of 60 semi-structured interviews with leading venture capital fund managers and other experts on venture capital in East Asia; there were an equal number of interviews in each region with the total sample representing approximately 25% of the venture capital firms active in the three regions at the time of the interviews. We followed a purposive sampling approach to the sample selection and subsequent follow up (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Purposive sampling calls for selecting participants with characteristics, such as extreme cases, typical cases, significant variation, or politically important cases (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The venture capitalists were initially identified from the Guide to Venture Capital in Asia (1998). They were selected to ensure both a range of firms both in terms of size (large and small venture capital firms) and origin (locally founded as well as internationally-based). In the final sample, the median amount of funds under management was U.S.$ 110 million. At the high end, one firm had $700 million under management while the smallest firm stood at $30 million. In terms of specialty areas, in Taiwan, most firms specialized in electronics investments, although two were in life sciences. In Hong Kong, the firms invested in a wide range of sectors, although emphasis was on later stage investments such as property and infrastructure. There was some technology investing by Hong Kong venture capitalists, although mostly in Chinese language translation of popular U.S. Internet sites. Singapore was split evenly between private equity investments in established firms (hotels, property, infrastructure, consumer goods) and electronics; and thus Singapore lies between Taiwan and Hong Kong in venture capital emphasis.

In addition, we also interviewed the founders of four funded firms, two in Taiwan and one each in Hong Kong and Singapore, for additional insights on the venture capital process and to corroborate the information provided by the venture capitalists. These interviews helped to validate the results and provide some additional insights. Finally, we interviewed a government official in each location directly involved with promoting venture capital and technopreneurship for additional validation of the findings.

4.3. Interview protocol

As noted earlier the researchers wished to gain a broad understanding of venture capital practice in East Asia. Therefore, data were gathered through semi-structured interviews employing a replication logic approach to the interviews (Eisenhardt, 1989). That is, after collecting descriptive information about the firm and the venture capitalist background, we asked the respondent a number of open-ended questions. These questions examined the four topical areas identified from the Western literature. In addition, all interview subjects were asked to consider the major findings from the West on venture capital and to what extent these applied in East Asia. Appendix A provides an outline of topics covered and the questions asked.

In the discussion that followed each succeeding interview the authors continued to employ replication logic to compliment the iterative, grounded research design (Eisenhardt, 1989). Thus, following the interviewee’s overview of the venture capital industry in East Asia in the four topical areas and how the activities were different from the model presented from the West, the interviewers presented their summary of the emerging East Asian venture capital model based on previous interviews. The interviewee would then discuss how they agreed with or would clarify the emerging venture capital model to more accurately reflect what occurs in East Asia. After the interview, follow-up questions were often asked via the telephone or email. Thus, over the course of the interviews a consistent picture of venture capital in East Asia began to develop. We continued adding interviews in each country until incremental learning derived from the subjects became negligible (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This process is the same as the one used by Fried and Hisrich (1994) when they examined venture capital decision-making in the U.S.

In the subsequent interviews with funded firms, the interviewers asked senior managers in those firms the
same questions. In addition, we asked them to respond to the tentative conclusions drawn from the first round of interviews and our review of the relevant literature. 5 Similarly, the government officials were also asked their views of venture capital and their assessment of the East Asian model of venture capital as supplied by the venture capitalists.

4.4. Data analysis and validation

Approximately half of the interview subjects were ethnic Chinese subjects, and their command of English was such that all but two of the interviews were conducted in English. The interviews conducted in Chinese were translated at the time of the interview by a native Chinese speaker present. In addition, to ensure reliability, the native Chinese speaker also took notes at the interviews and these notes were later examined to ensure the information obtained was accurate. If any discrepancy occurred, the interview subject would be contacted for clarification. For all interviews, the results were summarized and venture capitalists were subsequently contacted for corroboration. All of the venture capitalists interviewed were responsible for funding decisions by their firms. In addition, all interview subjects of the venture capital firms were either a principal or a senior manager. For those in the funded firms, all those interviewed were firm founders. The government officials in the sample were also senior (at the departmental level) officials responsible for a variety of government venture capital initiatives in each of their respective three regions.

Interviews were coded for categories and subcategories by one investigator and one other researcher who was not part of the study. The initial categories were open coded (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) consistent with the key concepts well understood in venture capital such as venture investment selection, due diligence and exit. 6 Subsequent institutional con-

---

5 More information is available from the authors on the interview protocol used.

6 The interview protocol in Appendix A contains the primary (venture capital) categories used. Key subcategories—constructs that operationalized the primary venture capital action categories such as due diligence, emerged from the data. Additional coded categories illustrating likely institutional effects also emerged. Representative quotes from these categories and their proposed effects are reported in the results section and summarized in Table 2.

---

5. Results

The results are discussed below in terms of how each category of institutions impacted the various activities of venture capitalists in East Asia, highlighting key differences from that of the West. Results are first
presented and additional insights on the impact of those types of institutions on the actions of venture capital are presented, and that is followed by a proposition to summarize the findings. Any disagreements or differing interpretations are also discussed.

5.1. Regulatory elements

The regulatory elements reflect laws and sanctions that regulate the behavior of firms and individuals (North, 1990). Regulatory processes involve the setting of rules and their enforcement. Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore all possess some different laws concerning venture capital. The regulatory dimension in the three regions was consistently found to have an impact on how East Asian venture capitalists fund new firms. It was also found that the regulatory dimension also significantly impacts exit from the funded firms. Each of these findings will be reviewed in turn.

5.1.1. Investment selection

In the West venture capitalists rely on financial and accounting information contained in the business plan to initially evaluate the proposal (McGrath, 1997; Table 2).
Wright, Thompson, & Robbie, 1992). Additionally, venture capitalists in the West use information present in the plan to assess the risk of the proposed ventures (Wright et al., 1992). While venture capital firms in East Asia prefer to fund firms that have established financials, the regulatory institutions (items set by law) impact the quality of the information presented. Timely, accurate, or useful information about the financial performance can be difficult to obtain. Thus, if a firm is not already established (three years of financials) the risks are typically considered too high for funding in East Asia, unless the firm’s technology and business plan is exceptional.

The selection process is also made more challenging by the difficulty of obtaining reliable data from which to conduct due diligence. One Singapore based venture capitalist commented “since investors have less protection here [in Singapore] than in the West, it helps to have other means to screen and select and investments.” The venture capitalists generally agreed that as legal protection against fraud is weaker and market and accounting information have numerous deficiencies in East Asia, it is helpful to know the principal of the funded firm and his or her family. Added another Singapore-based venture capitalist, “this provides added protection as the firm principal is less likely to disappear or drop out of the investment because you know that individual as well as his or her family.” Observed another Singapore-based venture capitalist:

…I apply [the importance of relationships] to venture capital and private equity deal making, both on the hiring side and investing side. For example, I love to do deals with people I have done deals with before. So you will find that although we might have done sixty or seventy transactions over the years, they have not been done with sixty or seventy different entrepreneurs, they have been done with twenty-five to thirty entrepreneurs. Many of them are repeat deals. The biggest risk in our business is the people risk and when you do a repeat thing with the guy you have a good experience with, you have eliminated what I consider the biggest risk in the business—the people risk.

Thus, while knowing firm principals, or knowing people that do, in the West is important in East Asia it was deemed so significant that it was a barrier that is difficult to surmount, if not impossible to overcome, in the selection process across East Asia. Overall, the selection process proved more difficult than in the West because the data that enables due diligence may not be readily available in East Asia. In addition, the absence of many legal protections and lack of case precedent in these countries generally make the enforcement of the contracts more difficult if problems arise. Thus we propose:

**Proposition 1:** The less developed regulatory institutions in East Asia often leads to an absence of valid and reliable information on a firm seeking funding. As a result the selection process of firms to fund is more difficult and time consuming for venture capitalists in East Asia.

5.1.2. Exit

Another area that the weakness of regulatory structures impact is exit from the venture. In the West venture capital firms are usually organized as limited partnerships with a fixed life (Sahlman, 1988). Thus, the goal of most venture capital firms is to exit their investments through initial public offering (IPO) in five to seven years. Most private equity investors in East Asia also expect to exit through IPOs or strategic sales of the funded firm, although a shorter time frame of two to three years is common since the ventures that are funded are typically more mature in East Asia. However, exiting can be problematic, even from successful, growing ventures.

In Taiwan the TASDAQ is fairly well established but in Hong Kong and Singapore it is considered more difficult for young firms to obtain a listing on a stock market, and even when it does occur it usually takes much longer (Wang & Sim, 2001). Thus venture
capitalists pointed out that a more frequently employed exit strategy in these locales is to have the firm locate a strategic buyer. However, finding such ideal strategic partners can be challenging, and when exiting via a sale to a strategic partner, the multiple paid on the firm’s revenue stream results in a return significantly lower than that traditionally associated with an IPO.

One result of these exit difficulties is that many venture capital firms have discovered that when they do exit, their returns have not been as high as expected. Private equity firms in East Asia regularly reported a target of 20–30% return, but actual returns for many funds have been much lower (Asia Pacific Private Equity Bulletin, 1999). A number of different regions have announced the introduction of NASDAQ-type markets for smaller firms, such as Taiwan’s TASDAQ and Hong Kong’s Growth Enterprise Market (GEM). These new markets may help alleviate the exit problem for venture capitalists to some degree. Nevertheless, because of reduced liquidity in the market and stricter listing laws exit through an IPO is far from straightforward (Wang & Sim, 2001). Thus we propose:

**Proposition 2: The underdeveloped regulatory institutions in East Asia suppress the development of listing mechanisms for new startup firms. The resulting exit from funded ventures in East Asia will be more constrained and complex for the venture capitalist than in the West.**

### 5.2. Normative elements

The normative elements of an institutional system are those well-accepted values, beliefs and practices shared by professions, groups and opinion leaders in a field, often propagated through education, textbooks, training and consulting (DiMaggio, 2001; Scott, 1995). Venture capital requires extensive interaction between the venture capitalist and the entrepreneur they fund. Particularly, the monitoring of the funded firm requires extensive interaction since the published information may not provide an accurate indication of the firm’s performance. Thus, the normative values of the venture capitalist and how these values interact with those of the funded entrepreneur in monitoring the firm will be reviewed in turn.

#### 5.2.1. Values

East Asian venture capital norms generally proved similar to what is known about venture capitalists in the West from authors such as Fried and Hisrich (1995). The venture capital industry in East Asia developed principally as individuals and firms from the U.S. and Europe moved into East Asia. The result is that most venture capitalists in East Asia have worked for or been trained in the U.S. or Europe. Additionally, venture capital associations hold training programs throughout East Asia that encourage professional standards that are very similar to U.S. venture capitalist. These two factors help to produce a set of normative values among the venture capitalists very consistent with those from venture capitalists in the West. This does not necessarily mean the skill levels are the same; instead, it simply means they have similar values.

**Proposition 3: Normative values of venture capitalists in East Asia will generally be very similar to those found in the West.**

#### 5.2.2. Monitoring

The venture capitalist must interact with entrepreneurs of funded firms extensively in monitoring investments. Thus, the normative values of indigenous entrepreneurs must also be considered in examining the venture capitalist actions in this domain (Lau et al., 2002). The result is that one key difference in normative practice from that of the West that emerged in East Asia is that monitoring is done much more through personal interactions with the entrepreneur who founds the firm.

In the West venture capitalists monitor their investment mostly through direct interaction with the entrepreneur. However, venture capitalists and the entrepreneur know that they will also monitor the investment through firm financials and via the venture capitalist’s membership on the board of directors (Fried, Bruton, & Hisrich, 1998; Fried & Hisrich, 1992, 1995; Rosenstein, 1988; Sapienza, 1992). Accounting rules and reporting standards around East Asia can deviate significantly from international norms (Broadman, 1999; Low, 2000; Peng, 2000). Even in those cases that there are financials produced by one of the established international accounting firms, there can be considerable concerns about the
validity of the information presented. As one venture capitalist interviewed recalled, “just because there are audited statements from an international accounting firm does not mean there are not multiple sets of books in the firm.” Another venture capitalist added that you should be prepared to go into a firm and count things yourself. Thus, the normative values of entrepreneurs help to shape the utility of the company information that the venture capitalist will receive.

In terms of monitoring via the board, it cannot be assumed that the venture capitalist will receive a board seat in East Asia (Low, 2002). But even if a board seat is obtained it may not mean what it does in the West. As noted, corporate governance is weak in the three regions examined with only limited influence of outside directors (Peng, 2000). Additionally, the information received may be less than accurate. For example, one venture capitalist reported that it is not uncommon for the minutes of board meetings to be written before the meeting has actually started, complete with read-made quotes from that venture capitalist.

Therefore, some of the traditional means to monitor the funded firm in mature economies such as obtaining regular accounting and financial information and board membership may provide fewer insights in East Asia. If the venture capitalists are to properly monitor their investment they must develop trust with the entrepreneur so that they obtain the desired information and ensure its accuracy. Such trust between the funded firm and the venture capitalist is consistent with the nature of communication between parties in Chinese culture. In this cultural setting there are typically clear insiders and outsiders (Goa, Ting-Toomey, & Gundykunst, 1996), and the flow of information to outsiders is severely restricted. Several venture capitalists reported that they had to work very hard to build trust with their funded firms to secure even a modicum of information. Some of the same monitoring approaches used in the West are relevant, while other different circumstances and practices in East Asia compel venture capitalists to monitor investments differently, specifically focusing on building a relationship with the entrepreneur for which the project is funded. Thus we propose:

**Proposition 4:** The normative values of funded entrepreneurs result in monitoring activities in East Asia that require venture capitalists to place emphasis on having or building relationships with funded entrepreneurs. The result is that the monitoring time, effort and costs will be higher than those for venture capitalists in the West.

5.3. Cognitive elements

The cognitive elements of institutions are commonly transmitted through culture, of which in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan, is predominantly the culture of the Overseas Chinese (Chen, 2001; Jepperson, 1991; Scott, 2002). Overseas Chinese culture particularly impacts actions of managers by imparting greater importance to relationships among business people, thus impacting how venture capitalists can add value to funded firms (Chen, 2001). The interviews revealed that the venture capitalists see the cultural/cognitive institutional elements (Scott, 2002) as having a great impact on their day to day activities. For example, these elements have a significant impact on the nature of the value added venture capitalists can provide to funded firms. The interviewees stressed the U.S. venture capital industry influences their training. The terms they used, their goals, and the values they expressed as to what the appropriate actions were for venture capitalists were generally consistent with those expressed by venture capitalists in the U.S. However, it was clear in these discussions that the venture capitalists in East Asia also are influenced by the environment in which they compete.

The weaker regulatory system in East Asia in particular means that the culture of the region may become even more important in assuring that the actions desired are actually pursued (Chen, 2001). The ability of venture capitalists to compel a funded firm to perform certain activities is constrained by the weaker legal and enforcement regime in East Asia. Thus, culture as a means of influencing behavior becomes even more salient. Reflected one Singapore venture capitalist:

In the [United] States, you have laws that people respect and are enforced. In Asia, that is often not the case. At our company, we try to do deals with people we know, or others know. And it helps if [the entrepreneur’s] family is here also. Then we can get to know them. This way, it makes it harder for people to slack off, or even skip town with our money. We can always go to his family and ask what is

In the [United] States, you have laws that people respect and are enforced. In Asia, that is often not the case. At our company, we try to do deals with people we know, or others know. And it helps if [the entrepreneur’s] family is here also. Then we can get to know them. This way, it makes it harder for people to slack off, or even skip town with our money. We can always go to his family and ask what is
Proposition 5: Cognitive institutional elements in East Asia will result in the actions of venture capitalists being particularly impacted by the consequences of guanxi.

5.3.2. Value added to funded firm

One of strengths of venture capital in the West is the value added to the firm by the venture capitalist (Bygrave, 1987; Zider, 1998). Providing value added to the firm through advice and services provided is also increasingly the case in East Asia’s venture capital industry (Ahlstrom et al., 2000). However, this is a recent change. Initial private equity investors tended to be passive financial investors. But, increasingly, the interest is to provide added value to the firm in a manner consistent with venture capitalists in the West.

In the U.S., for example, the advice provided to the CEO of the funded firm is often very direct and may occur in regular interaction between the venture capitalist and the CEO (Fried & Hisrich, 1995). However, in East Asia the manner in which the venture capitalist typically provides the advice to the CEO is different. As noted, the CEO of the firm culturally plays a paternal role that impacts the flow of information and organization. Thus, the venture capitalist in East Asia must deal appropriately with the key cultural factor of minzi—face or respect. In other words, the appearance of appropriate difference to an individual’s status in the society and the firm. It is arguable that even in the West the issue of face is important. However, its relative greater importance in a Chinese-based culture is widely recognized (Bond, 1988). Additionally, in Chinese culture there is a bias to avoid conflict. Therefore, several venture capitalists indicated that one needs to advise a manager in a manner that allows the maintaining of face and avoiding of conflict. For example, rather than giving an ultimatum, an idea might be put forth as a suggestion. One Hong Kong venture capitalist commented:

The setting where suggestions are provided is important. A venture capitalist should never make bold suggestions in front of a manager’s subordinates. The venture capitalist should take the manager aside and make the recommendation in private. This way, the manager can remain ‘in charge’ and take credit for the changes. It is important to give face to the entrepreneurs you fund—some are very sensitive to this.
Thus we propose:

**Proposition 6:** Cognitive institutional elements in East Asia exert strong influence on the manner in which value is added to the firm by venture capitalists.

6. Discussion

The evidence here suggests that a range of institutional elements present in East Asia influence the actions of venture capitalists located in the region, in spite of similar training and norms as venture capitalists in the West. These institutions create several differences from venture capital practice in the West that venture capitalists and investors need to be aware. The institutional elements (regulatory, normative, cognitive) can all exert influence; however, the less formal cognitive institutional elements may play the strongest role. In particular, the cognitive institutions as exemplified by the Overseas Chinese commercial culture strongly shape the behavior of the venture capitalist in East Asia.

The Western and East Asian models of venture capital developed within very distinct institutional frameworks (Scott, 1995, 2002). In East Asia the distinguishing characteristic includes the fact that most East Asian economies have a deeply entrenched concentrated ownership structure, with significant family control of firms, and interlocking shareholdings among firms, characteristic of Overseas Chinese business practice (Allen, 2000; Chen, 2001; Zhuang, 1999). These normative and cognitive institutions combine with the weak regulatory system and poor corporate governance (regulatory institutions) to create different and unusual challenges for venture capitalists working in East Asia.

These distinctive institutions have led to many differences in the implementation of the various activities by the venture capital industry in East Asia. For example, the nature of the regulatory institutions means venture capitalists must conduct due diligence as part of their firm selection quite carefully. One Singapore-based venture capitalist related a story that during a due diligence investigation it was found that a funded firm failed to have much of the inventory that was stated on its books. The inventory was actually being held by a sister firm in a different part of SouthEast Asia. When asked about it, the funded company founder retorted that the inventory was still under its control, albeit some 1,500 kilometers from where it was reported to have been, and that there was nothing to worry about. The lack of regulatory institutions and sometimes different commercial norms makes close monitoring of funded firms quite important in East Asia, albeit challenging.

Venture capitalists in the three regions examined often fund businesses that have some activities in Mainland China as well. The difficulties in implementing venture capital activities there are even more severe because of the paucity of laws and their enforcement in many industrial sectors (Ahlstrom, Young, & Nair, 2002; Bruton & Ahlstrom, 2002; Lubman, 1999). To illustrate, the need for due diligence in China is even more critical since assets can gradually or even suddenly disappear if not watched carefully, with the complicity of the local law enforcement (Ahlstrom et al., 2002). For example, one Hong Kong-based private equity firm helped to fund an existing business that was long established. However, due to the inability to properly do (personal) due diligence and monitor the China-based firm, the private equity firm found that one day that firm had closed without any warning to anyone and the entrepreneur had taken everything of potential value from the funded firm. He even carted off all the porcelain toilets bathroom fixtures from every floor of the building.

The nature of the normative institutional elements present in the East Asian region also can impact the implementation of some common venture capital activities. For example, the difficulty in gathering needed information to monitor funded firms has led many venture capitalists to focus their efforts primarily on given geographic areas where they know people and can travel to regularly, rather than on specific industries as would be more common among venture capitalists in the West (Bruton et al., 2001). Additionally, the strong role of the owner/manager leads the individual to often view the funds provided by the venture capitalist to be their personal funds. One venture capitalist related how this view resulted in expenditures for houses and cars. Thus, venture capitalists must closely monitor the funds expenditures to ensure they are spent as intended.

Similarly, owner/managers in the region see venture capitalists only as passive financial investors. Historically this has often been the role the venture capital
industry was reduced to playing. However, today venture capitalists are seeking to be more active investors and provide value to the funded firm on different levels (Gupta, 2000). Thus, the venture capitalists today must often educate entrepreneurs about the venture capital process and their expectations.

The cognitive element of guanxi also relates to another key implementation issue. For example, venture capitalists need to ensure that they understand not only the prospective funded firm’s business model and capabilities, but also any local-partner relationships, and government connections the firm top management team (particular its founder) has. As one venture capitalist put it:

In a business situation, try to understand the context of the word ‘friend’ or pengyou to learn what level of influence or actual guanxi really exists and whether your friend has the interest to use his or her friendship for you or for others to your benefit.

Without the benefit of such guanxi or connections, the ability to judge the credit worthiness of the entrepreneurs and their idea is limited. Additionally, without such connections the ability to accurately monitor the funded firm can also be insufficient. The role of such connections also means that new venture capital firms must be careful to include key individuals who have such an understanding, or the venture capital firm will be at a disadvantage until it can build the necessary connections. Institutions in East Asia and their influence as compared to those of the West are summarized in Table 2.

It is important to note that while there were broad similarities in the venture capital industries in the three countries examined there were also subtle differences. Among the three regions the Taiwanese industry was most focused on high technology investing. Thus, it was in Taiwan where high risk, high return venture capital investing was most likely to occur. For example, there is an established (although not closely regulated) gray market for shares of technology-focused firms prior to their public listing in Taiwan. The result of this market is that there is some exit opportunities for venture capitalists not available in the rest of Asia.

Similarly, the role of the government in the venture capital industry in Singapore differs from that of the other two governments. The Singapore government provides an important part of the venture capital available in Singapore. The government has a non-intervention attitude towards the management of these funds. However, the government does encourage the funds to seek out international opportunities in the U.S. and Europe for investment. The belief is that such investments will strengthen the normative values of the venture capital industry in that nation and align them more with those of the venture capital industry in the West. As a result the Singapore venture capital industry is more focused on ensuring values and behaviors consistent with those in the U.S. or Europe. Thus, there are subtle but pervasive differences in the venture capital industries even in the three regions examined. Future research should examine these differences among other topics in the future.

6.1. The future of venture capital in East Asia

There are significant differences between the venture capital industries of the West and East Asia. At the end of the interviews the venture capitalists and government officials also discussed their view of the future of venture capital in East Asia. Specifically, they focused on whether the differences identified here will persist over time or whether the Western and East Asian industries will converge in the future.

As noted before, the normative values of the venture capitalists in the West and in Asia are generally similar due to the nature of their training and propagation of professional standards. However, it came clear in the resulting discussion there are other changes occurring among the normative institutions of the entrepreneurs in East Asia that are driving the venture capital industry in the West and Asia closer. The firms coming forward to ask for funding are no longer focused in more mature and primary resource industries. Instead, a variety of technopreneurial startups are increasingly considered for funding by venture capitalists in the East Asia.

Moreover, the nature of the entrepreneurs coming forward to ask for funding is changing. Historically, most of the top graduates from universities in the region sought to go to work for large corporations. Today however, the best and the brightest from universities are increasingly seeking to start their own firms, particularly in high technology areas. These students’ models are great entrepreneurs from the West such as Bill Gates and Steven Jobs so they seek to act accordingly. Additionally, increasing numbers
of prospective entrepreneurs are returning from universities in the West and are bringing new ideas and expectations for the venture capitalist with them. Finally, since many of the firms have a strong technology focus, the need for such businesses to more fully integrate and cooperate with other firms around the world encourages the firms to become more like those firms. Thus, firm selection can increasingly be expected to become more similar to the West.

Additionally, entrepreneurs also increasingly understand that the venture capitalists can offer financial and strategic managerial advice that will help firms achieve their goals. Thus, they are more willing to share information with the venture capitalists and take their value added activities. There are changes in the institutions in East Asia that are providing means for these entrepreneurs to have their new startups publicly listed which, in turn, helps to increase the interest of high quality individuals. The opening in the region of exchanges such as Hong Kong’s new Growth Enterprise Market stock market has created opportunities for entrepreneurs that did not exist before. The result is that the role of monitoring and exit will also become more similar to the West in the future. Thus, overall, it is likely that venture capitalists in East Asia will increasingly behave in manners very similar to their counterparts in the West. There are, however, institutional forces in East Asia that will continue to differ from those of the West. Although there are efforts in East Asia to change some of the laws and to improve enforcement and corporate governance, for instance, significant differences between the institutional profiles of the West and East Asia remain. These differences will mean that the practice of venture capital in East Asia will continue to vary from that of the West.

6.2. Future research

In the future greater effort should be made to explore East Asian venture capital, particularly in terms of the range of the issues raised here. Issues such as how venture capital financing is structured, the governance mechanisms that are employed, and, related to this, the character of the board of directors in the funded firm should be explored. Additionally, the nature of the value added services provided to the funded firm would be of interest. Historically, business in East Asia is heavily based on relationships. Does this reliance on relationships reduce or increase the role of venture capitalists as a source of such connections? The role of the strong leader is particularly salient in East Asia; does this role change when the funded firm is in a high technology domain? In the past such strong leaders were sensitive to not release too much control to outsiders. It is possible that this role changes in high technology concerns. Finally, how does the addition of the new exchanges in East Asia change the nature of exit?

The economies of East Asia are playing a bigger part in the world economy. The ability to understand business in this region, particularly entrepreneurial activity will provide key insights regarding this important part of the world economy (Peng, 2000). It is especially important for managers and investors from the West to understand how institutions in different regions such as East Asia impact business and investment in those regions (Tsui & Lau, 2002). It is known that venture capital is crucial for entrepreneurial and industrial development (Timmons, 1999). Thus, by continuing this exploration of East Asian venture capital, greater insight should be possible regarding this vital region of the world, its emerging firms and its salient institutions and ways of doing business.
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Appendix A. Interview protocol outline and follow-up questions

1. Please broadly describe the general venture capital process in East Asia together with your views on similarities and differences with venture capital activity in the West.

2. Please describe the process for finding and selecting firms to fund. This includes how your firm conducts due diligence.

3. Please explain how you monitor funded firms. For example, how often do you visit your funded firms and what do you check on when you visit them? What kind of regular documentation do you require from funded firms?

4. Does your firm typically take a board seat? Are you on any boards of funded firms? Please tell us about your role on the board of funded firms.

5. Please tell us about any problems with corporate governance? About management fraud?

6. Please discuss the type of assistance that you provide to your funded firms. Is the assistance strategic or operating in nature? Can this help include forming alliances with other funded firms?

7. Please describe the exit options available to your funded firms and how you help them with this?

8. Please describe any particular problems you had with a funded firm.

9. Were there any challenges in performing venture capital activities in your view that were related to what is thought of as the more traditional approaches to doing business in East Asia?

10. Please highlight any other differences from the Western model of venture capital.

10 More information is available from the authors on the interview protocol used.


